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\textbf{A B S T R A C T}

Vacuum glazing consists of two parallel glass sheets with a narrow vacuum gap in between. The sheets are separated by an array of support pillars under the influence of atmospheric pressure imposed on the external surfaces of the two glass sheets. The vacuum gap sealed by a sealant (either solder glass or indium alloy) minimizes the air heat conduction and convection across the glazing. One or two high performance low emittance (low-e) coatings deposited on the internal surface(s) within the vacuum gap reduces the radiative heat transfer to a very low level. The heat transmittance of 0.80 W m\(^{-2}\) K\(^{-1}\) and 0.86 W m\(^{-2}\) K\(^{-1}\) at the central area of vacuum glazing with two low-e coatings and support pillars of 0.25 mm and 0.4 mm in diameter were achieved and experimentally characterized using the guarded hot box calorimeters by the University of Sydney and the University of Ulster, respectively. If combined with solar control glazing such as electrochromic (EC) glazing, it has a great potential to significantly reduce the load of heating in winter and cooling in summer and to provide thermal comfort for the occupants. If combined with the third glass sheet forming a gas filled or second vacuum gap, the heat transmittance will be further reduced. In this work, the basic characteristics and fabrication process of vacuum glazing are reviewed. The potential performance of vacuum glazing, EC vacuum glazing and other hybrid vacuum glazing with second either gas filled gap or vacuum gap are presented.
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1. Introduction

Among all building fabric components, usually windows exhibit the worst thermal performance since they employ glass panes to allow sunlight to get in and occupants to view the outside. Vacuum glazing comprises two sheets of glass coated with low-e coatings, separated by arrays of support pillars to counteract atmospheric pressure. Heat loss through the windows occurs in three ways: conduction, convection and radiation. The low-e coatings reduce radiative heat loss to a very low level and the vacuum space (< 0.1 Pa) between the two glass sheets eliminates heat conduction and convection. The thermal transmittance, U-value, of vacuum glazing is one third of that of a typical gas filled double glazing.

Vacuum glazing was first proposed by Zoller in 1913 with a patent granted in 1924 [1]. Since 1913, many patents [2–22] have been published on this topic. Only recently successful fabrication of vacuum glazing has been reported [23–27]. In the 1980s, Benson and his group at the National Renewable Energy Laboratory in Colorado, U.S.A. published two conference papers [28,29], a patent [14], and a series of reports [28–30]. However, this group did not succeed in fabricating a durable vacuum glazing with good thermal performance. Benson's group used a laser to fuse two sheets of glass together within a vacuum chamber to form a periphery edge seal for the vacuum gap. Although the edge seal was formed successfully, the vacuum level achieved was not low enough to achieve a thermal transmittance less than 1.0 W m⁻² K⁻¹. The first reported successful production of vacuum glazing was in 1989 from the University of Sydney (USD) [31]. Since that time, many samples of vacuum glazing with an air-to-air, center-of-glazing thermal transmittance U-value of 0.8 W m⁻² K⁻¹ have been produced at the USD using a solder glass edge sealing technique [32].

This system has been commercialized by Nippon Sheet Glass Co. Ltd. in Japan under the brand name of “SPACIA”. More recently a Chinese company Beijing Synergy Vacuum Glass Technology Co., Ltd. has commercialized vacuum glazing using different types of solder glass, but no formal paper was seen on an academic journal yet.

A different fabrication method of vacuum glazing using a tin alloy edge seal technique was developed at the University of Ulster (UU); vacuum glazing samples incorporating two K-glass [33] sheets were produced with the center-of-glazing U-value of 0.86 W m⁻² K⁻¹, and significant work done on different aspects of vacuum glazing including thermal characterization, thermal ageing tests, thermal behaviour modelling [24–27,34–43].

The key difference between the two fabrication methods developed by the Sydney and the Ulster group is the sealing techniques used to join the two glass panes. The Sydney group used solder glass (melting point of about 450 °C) to seal the vacuum gap which has been proved to work well. But at temperatures of about 450 °C, many soft low-e coatings and tempered glass will be degraded. Nowadays in many jurisdictions for a range of contexts, it is mandatory to use tempered glass in buildings; additionally due to its high mechanical strength, using tempered glass in vacuum glazing makes it possible to increase the pillar separation which leads to a reduction in the heat conduction through the pillar array. The Ulster group has successfully fabricated vacuum glazing samples using indium alloy as a sealant, the process developed is carried out at a low temperature (less than 200 °C). Since a variety of soft low-e coatings and tempered glass can withstand these temperatures (less than 200 °C), the indium alloy based sealing technique has an advantage over the solder glass technique in terms of achievable performance.

Significant theoretical and experimental research into the design and performance of low temperature sealed vacuum glazing was performed by the Ulster group. The Ulster group also developed a finite volume model to calculate the thermal performance of vacuum glazing with various frames, low-e coatings, glazing size, glass thickness and solar insolation [34–42] and the predictions were experimentally validated [39–42]. Optimization of vacuum glazing design was theoretically and experimentally undertaken. A guarded hot box calorimeter was developed to characterize the thermal performance of vacuum glazing. A method for estimating the vacuum level was developed by comparing the measured and simulated glass temperature profiles [35,45].

Within recent 10 years, the companies Guardian, EverSealed Window Inc., and a German group Grenzebach GmbH tried to use either a strip of metal or very thin stainless steel foil as flexible edge seal using ultrasonic bonding to adapt the extreme weather. The stress at the edge area of glass panes caused by the bonding between the flexible edge seal and glass panes is much smaller than that when using either solder glass or indium alloy edge seal. However no successful samples were reported yet to date.

2. Construction and fabrication of a functioning vacuum glazing

Fig. 2.1 shows a schematic diagram of the vacuum glazing developed at the USD. The vacuum glazing was made of two sheets of soda lime glass with a thickness of 3 or 4 mm. The inner surface of one or both sheets may be coated with a transparent low-e coating. Pyrolitically deposited "hard" coatings include
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Fig. 2.1. Schematic diagram of vacuum glazing, fabricated at USD [32].

K glass [33], Energy Advantage (Libby Owens Ford), Sungate 500 (PPG), Comfort EM 5000 (Glaverbel) and Comfort E2 (AFG Industries) [32]. The edge seal was made with solder glass which is a low melting point glass with a thermal expansion coefficient matching that of the glass sheets. When forming the solder glass edge seal, the entire structure was heated to about 500°C for 1 h, and then cooled slowly to room temperature. To date only hard low-e coatings of tin oxide have been found to survive the manufacture process without degradation. The support pillars fabricated to date at the USD were made of Inconel 718, which is a high strength, heat resistant, nickel-based alloy; they were typically about 0.25 mm in diameter and 0.15 mm height [32].

The fabrication process is shown in Table 2.1 [49]:

The structure of the vacuum glazing fabricated by the UU is illustrated in Fig. 2.2. The edge seal was made of indium alloy. Two fabrication methods were developed. The first one is called of vacuum chamber method [26]; the second one is called of pump-out method [27].

Vacuum chamber method: This is a one stage method; both “edge seal formation” and subsequent “pumping-out” processes are completed simultaneously within a vacuum chamber as shown in Fig. 2.3. Four 1000 W infrared lamps are employed as the heat sources to melt the indium alloy.

The detailed fabrication processes of the vacuum chamber method are shown in Table 2.2:

Pump out method: The pump-out method is a two stage method; the setup of such a system is shown in Fig. 2.4. At the first stage the edge seal is formed in a vacuum chamber. At the second stage, a high vacuum is created between the glass panes using a turbo-molecular pump; this process is completed in a conventional oven. The detailed processes are listed in Table 2.3:

The main difference between vacuum glazing samples fabricated using the UU and the USD methods:

• The USD method uses solder glass as a sealant with melting point of 450–530 °C. The UU uses indium alloy as a sealant with melting point of around 156 °C.
• In the USD method, the upper glass pane is slightly smaller than the lower one as shown in Fig. 2.1 to facilitate the setting of solder glass paste to seal the vacuum gap; in the UU method, the size of the two glass panes are the same as shown in Figs. 2.2 and 2.4.

3. Characteristics of vacuum glazing components

A successful vacuum glazing has:

• a hermitic leak free seal around the edges of the two glass sheets,
1. The panes are cut to the required size, drill a hole in one of them near a corner to connect the evacuation tube
2. The glass edges are treated to reduce the possibility of breakage and then clean the glass sheets and dry them
3. The pillars are set on the lower glass sheet, the pump-out tube is inserted in the hole drilled in the upper glass sheet
4. Solder glass paste is applied around the pump-out tube, to provide a hermetic seal after melting
5. The upper glass sheet is placed and centred on the support pillars placed on the lower glass sheet. The upper glass sheet is slightly smaller than the lower glass sheet
6. Solder glass paste is applied around the edge of an assembled glazing and then the glazed placed into the oven
7. The entire assembly is heated up to a temperature of around 450 °C at which the solder glass melts, wets the surfaces of the glass sheets, flows by capillary action into the space between them, and forms the hermetic seal around the edges
8. Let the glazing cool to room temperature. The assembly is then evacuated. During the evacuation process, the assembly is heated up in order to outgas the internal surfaces. This outgassing is performed at relatively low temperatures, typically between 100 °C and 250 °C. The evacuation and bake-out process takes about 2 to 4 h
9. The assembly is let cool to room temperature and the end of the pump-out tube is melted, and sealed. This melting process is accomplished by positioning a heating tungsten coil close to the pump-out tube

Table 2.1
Details of solder glass edge sealing method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sydne team</td>
<td>Successfully fabricated vacuum glazing using indium alloy as a sealant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ulster team</td>
<td>Successfully fabricated vacuum glazing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indium alloy</td>
<td>Without contributing to vacuum pressure increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solder glass</td>
<td>Without severe degradation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 2.2.** A schematic diagram of a vacuum glazing fabricated using the vacuum chamber.

**Fig. 2.3.** Vacuum chamber for fabricating vacuum glazing.

- a stable vacuum (< 0.1 Pa) [50] in the space between the sheets,
- internal transparent low-e coatings which reduce radiative heat transfer between the sheets to a very low level,
- an array of mechanical support pillars which maintain the separation of the glass sheets under atmospheric pressure,
- sufficiently low tensile stresses due to atmospheric pressure and temperature difference (maximum external tensile stress above the pillars is less than 4 MPa) that the probability of mechanical failure of the device is tolerably small (less than 0.008) over its service life [32].

**Fig. 3.1** shows the heat transfer processes within a vacuum glazing. The detailed thermal performance analysis for each part of vacuum glazing is presented in the following sections.

### 3.1. Edge seal

#### 3.1.1. Edge seal techniques

To form the edge seal in the vacuum glazing produced by the Sydney group solder glass is used with a melting point of about 450–530 °C which is much lower than the softening temperature of the float glass pane. The thermal expansion coefficient of the solder glass is similar to that of the glass panes so that the structure contains very little stress upon completion of the fusing operation. The drawback of solder glass is that its melting temperature is too high (about 450 °C) to be used in conjunction with many soft low-e coatings and tempered glass. To date only tin oxide has been found to be able to withstand this temperature without severe degradation. Low temperature melting solder glass also has insufficient long-term durability to moisture ingress [24]. The Ulster team successfully fabricated vacuum glazing using indium alloy as a sealant [26,27]. Although indium alloy and soda lime glass panes have different thermal expansion coefficients, glass breakage was not observed during thermal cycling. Indium alloy has a low vapour pressure at ambient temperatures therefore it can be used in vacuum glazing without contributing to vacuum pressure increase. Compressing indium alloy wire between two glass panes forms an impermeable vacuum seal which, although physically weak, can be augmented by an adhesive to provide the required strength characteristics. Since the melting point of indium alloy is around 156 °C, almost all kinds of low-e coatings and tempered glass can tolerate this temperature, therefore they can be used in the construction of indium alloy based vacuum glazing [24].

Although the thermal conductivity of solder glass (1 W m⁻¹ K⁻¹) and indium alloy (83.7 W m⁻¹ K⁻¹) are very different, the difference in U-value of solder glass and indium alloy based vacuum glazing is very small if an appropriate framing system is used. The thermal performance of a vacuum glazing with 3 mm and 6 mm wide edge seal were simulated under ASTM winter conditions, and the results are presented in Table 3.1 [45]. The frame rebates w₁ and w₂ were 10 mm. The emittance of the low-e coatings was 0.18.

**Table 3.1** shows that the difference in heat conductance (C-value) and U-value of indium alloy and solder glass based vacuum glazing is less than 0.005 W m⁻² K⁻¹. With the proper frame insulation, the thermal performance of a vacuum glazing with an indium alloy edge seal will be similar to that of a vacuum glazing with a solder glass edge seal. A new technique by which a metal is directly bonded to glass panes in a vacuum glazing structure to form the edge seal, has been reported [51], and a U-value of 0.6 W m⁻² K⁻¹ is expected; however this has not been
Table 2.2
Details of the vacuum chamber method of fabrication of indium alloy based vacuum glazing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>The glass panes are cut to size, cleaned using acetone and then de-ionised water; baked out in a conventional oven at 200 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>A thin layer of indium alloy with a width of 6 mm is applied along the periphery of the two glass sheets using an ultrasonic soldering iron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>The pillars with a diameter of 0.3 mm and height of 0.15 mm are spaced at 25 mm intervals using a vacuum wand on a regular square grid on the lower glass pane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>The upper glass sheet is set on the lower one so that the indium alloy layers on both panes are aligned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>The assembly is put into a vacuum chamber which is then evacuated to $10^{-5}$ Pa. The vacuum chamber temperature is increased up to 150 °C for outgassing purpose for 10 h, and then the temperature is increased up to 170 °C to melt the indium alloy layer to form the edge seal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>The heating system is switched off and the sample is let cool down overnight to room temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>The vacuum pump is switched off, the chamber is purged with pure nitrogen before moving the sample out</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![A schematic diagram of the pump-out device](image)

In this simple case, the temperature approaches its centre-of-glass value exponentially with a characteristic distance of:

$$l = \frac{k_{\text{glass}}t}{h}$$

where $h$ is the heat transfer coefficient for the side being considered (i.e. $h_1$, $h_0$). The measured temperature profile of the glazing surfaces were in very good agreement with those calculated by analytical and finite element models [35]. Infrared thermographic tests were performed on the samples of vacuum glazing by the Sydney [55] and Ulster teams [35]. The error limit of the infrared camera used was ±0.5 °C [35] as shown in Fig. 3.2.

3.2. Low-e coatings

3.2.1. Glass transmittance and coating properties

The aim of solar control films and glazing is to optimise the thermal and optical performance of windows to provide a comfortable environment within buildings. The solar irradiation ($\phi_r$) incident on a glass surface can be transmitted through, absorbed by or reflected away from the glazing which are referred as $\tau_e \phi_r$, $\sigma \phi_r$ and $\rho \phi_r$, respectively. These three fractions are a function of wavelength $\lambda$ for different glass samples. For clear window glass, the visible light (0.38–0.78 μm) is transmitted with high transmission, the ultraviolet radiation (0.28–0.38 μm) and the infrared radiation (2 μm and above) are attenuated. At a specific wavelength $\lambda$, the measured transmittance $\tau_e$ is known as the monochromatic spectral transmittance. For the full spectrum of the incident solar radiation $\phi_s$, the transmittance is calculated by [56]:

$$\tau_e = \frac{\int_0^{\infty} \tau_e(\lambda)\phi_s(\lambda)d\lambda}{\int_0^{\infty} \phi_s(\lambda)d\lambda}$$

Similar equations can be derived for the absorption $\alpha_s$ and reflectance $\rho_s$ from the integration of the monochromatic properties across the full electromagnetic spectrum.

In accordance with their different characteristics, thin films on the glazing surface are divided into absorptive, reflective and insulating films. To achieve the lowest $U$-value for vacuum glazing, only insulating films i.e. low-e coatings are considered. Low-e coatings work as a “radiation filter” by reflecting the thermal radiation while remaining transparent to daylight [57]. Within the incoming solar radiation, half of its energy lies in the visible region; the glass with low-e coating transmits solar energy at wavelengths between 0.3 and 2.5 μm very well, it becomes substantially opaque at wavelengths longer than approximately 3 μm which includes nearly all long-wavelength radiation emitted at the characteristic temperatures of internal building surfaces [58]. The glass absorbs internal re-radiated long-wave radiation. This absorbed energy is radiated and transferred to the internal and external environment [59]. The glass with low-e coating acts as a selective reflector, solar transmission is still quite high (about 84% of uncoated glass) but solar reflectance is low (about 16%); the
vacuum glazing.

Table 3.1
Details of the pump out method of fabrication of indium alloy based vacuum glazing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MATERIAL</th>
<th>T1 (°C)</th>
<th>T2 (°C)</th>
<th>Ccentre</th>
<th>Ctotal</th>
<th>Utotal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Indium alloy</td>
<td>15.59 – 16.27</td>
<td>1.437</td>
<td>1.281</td>
<td>1.070</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solder glass</td>
<td>15.60 – 16.27</td>
<td>1.433</td>
<td>1.277</td>
<td>1.068</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width of edge seal: 3 mm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indium alloy</td>
<td>15.27 – 16.18</td>
<td>1.540</td>
<td>1.372</td>
<td>1.133</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solder glass</td>
<td>15.28 – 16.18</td>
<td>1.536</td>
<td>1.369</td>
<td>1.131</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width of edge seal: 6 mm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3.1. Heat transfer processes in a vacuum glazing.

Table 3.1
The effect of edge seal material characteristics on the thermal performance of a vacuum glazing [45].

Fig. 3.2. Infrared image of the corner region of a vacuum glazing sample [35].

reflectance is high for the far-infrared wavelengths while the transmission goes to zero.

Fig. 3.2. Infrared image of the corner region of a vacuum glazing sample [35].

Tin oxide is a transparent semiconductor. Unlike some other films which require three or four multiple layers of ultra-thin material, transparent semiconductor films can be made in a single, relatively thick layer (about 4–8 millionths of a metre thick). This avoids the quality control issues associated with thin films. Certain highly doped members of this class exhibit high IR reflectance due to their controlled concentration of charge carriers (a material cannot reflect unless it conducts electricity, i.e. carries charge) [57]. Other transparent semiconductors, such as indium oxide, cadmium tin oxide, and indium tin oxide for example might be suitable for low temperature fabrication of vacuum glazing.

The sandwich coatings ZnS/Ag/ZnS suitable for the vacuum glazing fabricated at low temperatures were investigated by a team at the University of Patras [60,61]. The most economical physical vapour deposition method was employed to produce the coatings. It was found that ZnS film has a high refractive index, easy deposition process and low cost, and its thickness was found not to affect the hemispheric emittance. Ag film has a low energy absorption in the visible spectrum. The luminous transmittance of these sandwich coatings is 83.9%, the reflectance to infrared radiation is above 90% and total hemispherical emittance is reduced to 0.03 [60,62] when the thickness of the Ag film is approximately 40 nm. The emittance closely depends on the thickness of the Ag film. It is practical to assume the emittance of low-e coatings within the vacuum gap can be down to 0.03, although in most cases the K-glass is used with emittance of 0.16 to 0.18.

3.2.2. Radiative heat transfer between the two interior glass surfaces

The radiative heat transfer between the internal glass surfaces depends mainly on the infrared optical properties of these surfaces. To a good approximation, the radiative heat flow can be determined from the classical radiative heat transfer equation [53]:

\[ Q_{\text{radiation}} = \varepsilon_{\text{effective}} \sigma (T_1^4 - T_2^4) \]  

(3.5)

where \( \varepsilon_{\text{effective}} \) is the effective emittance, usually calculated from the hemispherical emittances, \( \varepsilon_1 \) and \( \varepsilon_2 \):

\[ \varepsilon_{\text{effective}} = \left[ \varepsilon_1^{-1} + \varepsilon_2^{-1} - 1 \right]^{-1} \]  

(3.6)

Eq. (3.6) is only valid for the surface for which the reflectance is independent of the wavelength and the angle of incidence \( \theta \) (angle between the beam irradiation and the normal to the surface). There is no such ideal surface existing. One method to solve this problem is to define a directional total emittance \( \varepsilon(\theta) \) so the hemispherical emittance \( \varepsilon_{\text{hemispherical}} \) can be written as [63]:

\[ \varepsilon_{\text{hemispherical}} = \int_0^{\pi/2} \varepsilon(\theta) \sin 2\theta d\theta. \]  

(3.7)
In this approach, the net rate of radiative heat transfer is given by Eq. (3.8), with:

$$
eff effective = \int_{0}^{\pi/2} \sin 2\theta \frac{\sin 2\theta}{(1/e_1(\theta))+(1/e_2(\theta))-1} d\theta$$

(3.8)

This method was justified on the basis that the angular dependence of the reflectance of the most practical surfaces was more significant than their wavelength dependence. For “grey” surfaces, where the reflectance was independent of the wavelength, Eq. (3.8) was correct. For many combinations of surfaces relevant to vacuum glazing, it was not correct. The errors resulting from using either Eqs. (3.6) or (3.8) were typically about 4% for radiative heat transfer between two glass surfaces [63].

For spectral surfaces having reflectance which depend on both wavelength and angle, the net radiative heat transfer can be calculated by integrating over wavelength $\lambda$ and angle $\theta$ [63]:

$$Q_{radiation} = \int_{0}^{\pi/2} \sin 2\theta \int_{0}^{\infty} \frac{E(\lambda, T_1) - E(\lambda, T_2)}{(1/e_1(\lambda, \theta, T_1))+(1/e_2(\lambda, \theta, T_2))-1} d\lambda$$

(3.9)

In this equation, $e(\lambda, \theta, T)$ is the directional spectral emittance of either surface, at temperature $T$, and $E(\lambda, T)$ is the black body radiation function at temperature $T$. As will be seen, Eq. (3.9) gives temperature dependence for $Q_{radiation}$ which departs slightly from the $T_1^4 - T_2^4$ dependence predicted by Eq. (3.5).

For transparent low-e coatings, the situation is much more complicated. In the absence of a suitable optical model, the only approach is to make detailed experimental measurements of their optical properties. Zhang et al. [63] therefore developed a free-electron (Drude) model that accurately described the infrared optical properties of pyrolytic transparent low-e coatings such as Pilkington K glass [33]. Measurements of near-normal reflectance of K glass for wavelengths between 3 $\mu$m and 17 $\mu$m were used to obtain the three parameters of the Drude model. The three parameters were $\zeta_{\infty}, \omega_p$, and $\omega_p$. $\zeta_\infty$ was the low frequency contribution from the high frequency interband transitions, $\omega_p$ was the plasma frequency and $\omega_p$ was the damping frequency [64].

The full wavelength and angular dependence of the reflectance of the surface can then be determined using these three parameters. Excellent agreement was obtained between results from these calculations and accurate experimental infrared reflectance data over all angles and wavelengths of interest for this work [63].

If the surface emittance is not strongly dependent on the wavelength, Eq. (3.9) can be approximated to Eq. (3.5), and Eq. (3.8) can be approximated to Eq. (3.6). When the temperatures of the two internal surfaces are not too different, Eq. (3.5) can be linearised by a Taylor series expansion to give the following approximation for the radiative conductance:

$$Q_{radiation} = \varepsilon_{\text{effective}}(T_1^4 - T_2^4) = 4\varepsilon_{\text{effective}}(T_1^4 - T_2^4)$$

(3.10)

$$C_{radiation} = 4\varepsilon_{\text{effective}}(T_1^3 - T_2^3)$$

(3.11)

where $T_{n} = (T_1 + T_2)/2$, and $\Delta T = T_1 - T_2$. $T_1$ and $T_2$ are the average surface temperatures on the interior and exterior glass surfaces, respectively.

The predicted heat transmission $U$-value of the total window and the centre-of-glass area with boundaries of 63.5 mm from each sightline [65], in which the edge effect has a little influence, were calculated and are presented in Fig. 3.3. It can be seen that with increasing low-e coating emittance, the $U$-value of both the total window and the centre-of-glass area increase. The $U$-value of a vacuum glazing with two low-e coatings is lower than that with one low-e coating and one non-coated float glass pane (emittance value: 0.87), however when the emittance of the low-e coating is close to 0.02, the use of two low-e coatings rather than one gives limited reduction in the $U$-values of vacuum glazing. The use of a single low-e coating in a vacuum glazing can provide acceptable performance.

Three vacuum glazing installed in solid wood frames were tested using a guarded hot box calorimeter. The predicted and experimentally determined overall heat transfer coefficients for the total window and centre-of-glass areas are compared in Table 3.2 [42].

Table 3.2 shows that using better coatings with reduced emittance leads to lower overall heat transfer coefficients for vacuum glazing systems. The experimentally determined overall heat transfer coefficients are in good agreement with those predicted theoretically within experimental error. Predictions indicate that a glazing with two low-e coatings of 0.04 and 0.16 will have centre of glass and total window heat transfer coefficients of 19.8% and 12.4%, respectively, less than a glazing with two low-e coatings of 0.04 and 0.16. Results from simulations showed that for a 400 mm by 400 mm glazing the effect of emittance on the overall heat transfer coefficient of the centre glass area is larger than that of the total window system due to the significant contribution of the frame area and edge effects.

3.2.3 Radiative heat transfer between the two glass surfaces within the vacuum space

Accurate measurements have been made to determine the radiative heat transfer between the internal surfaces of a vacuum glazing using the guarded hot plate apparatus [63]. The results calculated by Eq. (3.8), and the corresponding experimental data
for two low emittance surfaces showed that the experimental data were in close agreement with the quartic relationship given by Eq. (3.10). However, small departures existed between the experimental data and the values calculated using Eq. (3.10), due to variations of emittance affected by the wavelength dependence of the optical properties of the surfaces. The calculated departures were in good agreement with that of the experimental measurements. It can be seen that the measurement results were in excellent agreement with the results calculated from Eq. (3.8) [32,40]. In this sample, the gas conduction was known to be negligible.

3.3. Support pillar arrays

3.3.1. Pillar choice

The pillars are typically 0.25–0.5 mm in diameter and 0.1–0.2 mm in height. To date they have been positioned in a square array, separated by 20, 25, 30, and 35 mm for a glass thickness of 3, 4, 5 and 6 mm, respectively. In the designs of vacuum glazing, the pillars must be made from a material with a compressive strength of at least 1 GPa [66]. In terms of these conditions, ceramics, such as alumina, and metals, such as stainless steel and Inconel (a nickel based alloy) can be used as support pillars. Collins and Fischer-Cripps [67] have proposed 4 MPa as a tolerable level of mechanical tensile stress due to atmospheric pressure on the outside surface of glass sheets above the pillars. This value was chosen to be about one half of the maximum allowable steady tensile stress in untempered glass, as specified in glass design standards [68]. The magnitude of the stresses above the pillars is dependent on the thickness of the glass sheets. The choice of pillar dimension, separation, and thickness of the glass sheet is governed by four restrictions, which will be discussed in the stress analysis section.

3.3.2. Heat conduction through the support pillars

In most practical samples of vacuum glazing, the thermal conductivity of the pillar material (≈20 W m⁻¹ K⁻¹ for alumina and stainless steel) is much larger than that of the glass sheets (k_{glass}≈1 W m⁻¹ K⁻¹) [66]. The amount of heat flow through a pillar is therefore determined by the spreading heat flow in the glass sheets and can be characterised by the pillar thermal resistance [55]:

For a single pillar:

\[ Q_{\text{onepillar}} = 2k_{\text{glass}}a \Delta T \]  

For a square array of conducting pillars:

\[ Q_{\text{pillararray}} = \frac{2k_{\text{glass}}a}{s^2} \Delta T \]  

The thermal conductance due to heat flow through the pillar array is given by

\[ C_{\text{pillararray}} = \frac{2k_{\text{glass}}a}{s^2} \]  

The pillar thermal resistance obtained by the FEM method is within 0.3% of the analytic result [66]. The calculated near-uniformity of the heat flux due to the pillar array was confirmed by an infrared thermograph measurement of the warm and cold side external glass surfaces. The U-value of glass-to-glass central area (U_{glass}) contributed by pillar array U_{pillararray} and long-wave radiation U_{rad} were modelled using the finite element analysis [69]. Infrared thermography of the glass surfaces as shown in Fig. 3.4 employed to validate the predictions of the finite element analysis as shown in Fig. 3.5. The presence of a pillar reduces the temperature difference between the internal surfaces of the glass sheets in the immediate vicinity of the pillar, and thus reduces the radiative heat transfer in this region. Very good agreement was found between the estimates of heat flow obtained by the analytic approach and the finite volume method [54,45].
Pillar conduction gives periodic temperature variations across the external surfaces of the glazing as shown in Figs. 3.4 and 3.5. These temperature variations on the full pillar array have been studied using two methods: first, surface temperature for a single pillar obtained from the axisymmetric two-dimensional finite element model was superposed using a resistive combination method [53]. Second a three dimensional finite volume method was used to calculate the temperature profile [69,40]. The results obtained by these two approaches were essentially identical. Griffiths et al. [54,69] and Fang et al. [45] presented the detailed isotherms modelled in the regions above each support pillar. From these isotherm diagrams, it could be seen that for vacuum glazing with 4 mm and 6 mm thick glass sheets, the magnitude of the temperature variations above the pillars for each system was 0.6 °C and 0.3 °C, respectively [69,45]. This magnitude of temperature variation was sufficiently small in the case of pillars with a diameter of 0.32 mm under standard winter conditions [70], using this pillar arrangement so that water condensation above each support pillar was only likely to occur on the warm surface of the glazing under the conditions where significant condensation was already evident around the edges. This conclusion was in agreement with the observations in practical samples of vacuum glazing [24,45,66].

The results obtained from the above two approaches showed that the variations of the surface temperature due to the heat flow through the pillars were quite small, only about 4% of the total temperature difference between the external surfaces of the glass sheets [66,24]. These results were in very good agreement with the infrared thermographic measurement made on a vacuum glazing sample at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, U.S.A. [55] and in the University of Ulster [54,35]. Over more than 90% of the area the heat flux density was constant within ± 5%. This vindicated the approach of simulating the pillar array as a uniform slab of material with appropriate thermal conductivity in some analyses of heat transfer within vacuum glazing [32].

Setting up a small section of an evacuated glazing with an adiabatic boundary, i.e. no heat transfer through the boundary, and changing the pillar separation are illustrated in Fig. 3.6. In the small section of vacuum glazing, four pillars with diameters of 0.32 mm supported two 6 mm thick glass sheets coated with low-e coatings of emittance of 0.18 on the two interior glass surfaces. There was no edge seal and no frame insulation, the dimensions of the systems were 60 mm by 60 mm and 40 mm by 40 mm, respectively, the predicted U-value under ASTM conditions [70] are listed in Table 3.3 [45].

Table 3.3 Thermal performance of two small sections of vacuum glazing with adiabatic boundaries and different pillar separations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pillar separation (mm)</th>
<th>$T_2$ (°C)</th>
<th>$T_1$ (°C)</th>
<th>$C_{center}$ W m$^{-2}$ K$^{-1}$</th>
<th>$C_{total}$ W m$^{-2}$ K$^{-1}$</th>
<th>$U_{total}$ W m$^{-2}$ K$^{-1}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>16.9</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The heat conduction of the pillar array can be predicted reduced by 30%.

Simulations were undertaken for different pillar diameters in a vacuum glazing with dimensions of 500 mm by 500 mm, a 3 mm wide edge seal, 14 mm high internal and external insulations, and a pillar array of 40 mm separation and 0.32 mm diameter. The two 6 mm thick glass sheets were coated with low-e coatings of 0.2 emittance on both interior glass surfaces; the results from the simulation are shown in Fig. 3.7 [45].

Fig. 3.7 shows that with increasing pillar diameter, the heat transfer through each pillar increases. The thermal conductance of the pillar array increases, so the U-value increases. The internal surface temperature decreases and the external average surface temperature increases. Comparing the results in Table 3.3 and Fig. 3.7, it can be seen that the influence of the pillar diameter on

![Fig. 3.6. Schematic diagrams for small sections of vacuum glazing with adiabatic boundaries and different pillar settings.](image-url)
the whole vacuum glazing system is lower than that of the small glazing area with adiabatic boundaries.

3.3.3. Predicted effect of the pillar array height on the thermal performance of a vacuum glazing

Simulations of the effect of pillar height on the thermal performance of an evacuated glazing were undertaken for which the height of both internal and external frame insulation was 14 mm. The number of divisions in each horizontal plane of the evacuated glazing surface was increased from 62 to 110 resulting in 12,100 cells across each horizontal plane. There were 20 horizontal planes in the simulation of the evacuated glazing. The predicted thermal property variations due to the pillar height are shown in Fig. 3.8. The dimensions of the evacuated glazing modelled were 500 mm by 500 mm. The vacuum space between two 6 mm thick glass sheets was sealed by a 2 mm wide indium alloy edge seal, and supported by a pillar array with 40 mm separation and 0.32 mm diameter. The rebate of the frame insulation was 14 mm.

Fig. 3.8 shows that with increasing pillar height, the heat conduction path through the pillars from the internal surface to the external surface increases, therefore the total $U$-value of the glazing decreases. It can be seen however that the influence of pillar height is very small. When the pillar height increases from 0.12 mm to 0.72 mm, the heat transfer coefficient decreases by 0.008 $W \cdot m^{-2} \cdot K^{-1}$. As the pillar conductivity $20 W \cdot m^{-1} \cdot K^{-1}$ is much larger than that of the glass sheets $1 W \cdot m^{-1} \cdot K^{-1}$, only a very small proportion of the overall temperature difference exists between the ends of the pillar. The amount of heat flow through the pillar is therefore dominated by the spreading heat flow in the glass sheets and can be characterised by the pillar resistance [66]. It is clear that in vacuum glazing designs, the effect of pillar height on the thermal performance of evacuated glazing can be ignored [45].

3.3.4. Experimental test for heat conduction through the support pillars

The heat flow through the pillars can be obtained by deducting the radiation and residual gas conduction from the overall heat transfer. The measurement of the heat flow in a vacuum glazing sample due to radiation and gas conduction must be determined initially. This was done in experimental samples with a circular region of about 50 mm in diameter where there was no pillar. The combined heat flow for radiation and residual gas in the vicinity of the pillar was then measured. The heat flow through the pillar was determined by subtracting the combined heat flow of radiation and gas conduction from the overall heat flow measured by the guarded hot plate equipment. The influence of temperature difference reduction caused by pillar conduction was calculated by the finite element model [72,35,40]. The measured data were very close to that obtained from the analytic model Eq. (3.12). The image taken by an infrared camera was in good agreement with the predicted isotherms shown in Fig. 3.4. This provided both a strong confirmation of the accurate calibration of the measuring method and a validation of the modelling procedure.

3.4. Frame and the residual gas within a vacuum glazing

3.4.1. Frame functions

In all vacuum glazings, heat flows along the glass sheet and through the thermally short-circuiting contiguous edge seal from the warm side to the cold side glass sheet. The USD has modelled the heat transfer through the edge seal by two ways [53]. First, a simple analytic model was used in which temperature variation through the thickness of each glass sheet was ignored. Second, a three-dimensional finite element model (FEM) was employed. In both methods, the pillar array was modelled as a uniform slab of material with appropriate thermal conductivity, and external heat transfer was approximated by uniform conductance. The two methods gave results which were in excellent agreement. The analytic model provided a very simple method to calculate the magnitude of the heat transfer due to the edge effect. At the UU, the heat transfer through the edge was simulated using a finite-volume model based on the “unified model” [73]. The results validated experimentally were similar to those of the USD [54,74,35,40]. Complex multi-material frame was designed and constructed at the UU. The experimentally achieved and predicted $U$-values and temperature profiles were in good agreement, which is detailed in [34].

The insulating frame has two important effects on the vacuum glazing thermal performance. First, it reduces the $U$-value of vacuum glazing, since the increased frame recess depth increases the lateral heat conduction along the glass sheet and through the edge seal. Second, it raises the temperature of the glass at the edge relative to the mean temperature of the entire glazing. This reduces the thermal tensile stress in the edge region of each glass sheet. Consequently, the probability of glazing failure reduces [53,34].

3.4.2. Complex multimaterial frame design

A frame must provide high thermal insulation and maintain the structural strength and rigidity to support an evacuated glazing over its serviceable life. Since the thermal conductivity of many thermal insulations are much lower than those of common frame materials, the inclusion of an insulation within the frame was considered. To provide frame rigidity and combat the inherent low mechanical strength and rigidity of insulation, they were placed in an exoskeleton structure made of common frame materials. The geometrical configuration of the exoskeleton frame shown in Fig. 3.9 was selected on the basis of strength and ease of manufacture. Aluminium, wood, polypropylene, polyethylene, polyvinylchloride or Teflon® may be used to form the exoskeleton structure, with a range of solid thermal insulations filling the internal cavities. The heat transfer coefficient of a vacuum glazing with a solid polypropylene or wood frame and a complex
multimaterial frame with either a polypropylene or wood exoskeleton framework are shown in Fig. 3.10 which shows that the inclusion of a multimaterial frame lead to a reduction of heat transfer coefficient by 20%.

The isotherms of the non-thermally-broken and thermally-broken aluminium complex frame are illustrated in Fig. 3.11. The widths of the two rubber thermal breaks in this simulation were 2.3 mm and 4.7 mm. The insulation material within the cavities of the frame was expanding foam. The predicted thermal performance with different thicknesses of both non-thermally-broken and thermally-broken aluminium exoskeleton frames with an expanding foam insulation infill are illustrated in Fig. 3.12 [34].

Comparing Fig. 3.11(a) and (b), the influence of the thermal break on the temperatures across the glazing can be seen. The complex multimaterial frame with the thermal break increases the temperatures of the glass area on the hot side by 1.8 °C, and decreases the temperature of the glass area on the cold side by 0.5 °C.

The influence of aluminium exoskeleton on the thermal performance of the vacuum glazing is presented in Fig. 3.12, which shows that increasing the exoskeleton framework thickness results in increasing the heat transfer coefficient through the frame area while that through the glass areas remains almost constant. For an aluminium frame either with or without thermal break, the rate of increase in the heat transfer coefficient of the overall window system decreases with increasing framework thickness, i.e. the effect of the exoskeleton thickness on the thermal performance of the overall evacuated glazing window system decreases. Modelling of vacuum glazing system showed that when the aluminium exoskeleton thickness increases from 0.5 mm to 3 mm, the increase in the heat transfer coefficient of the overall window is 0.23 W m⁻² K⁻¹ and 0.08 W m⁻² K⁻¹ for the frame with and without thermal break, respectively. The corresponding increase in the heat transfer coefficient of the frame area was 305.15 W m⁻² K⁻¹ and 4.72 W m⁻² K⁻¹ and the increase in the heat transfer coefficient of the exposed glass area was 0.06 W m⁻² K⁻¹ and 0.04 W m⁻² K⁻¹ for the frame with and without thermal break, respectively. Although the increase in the heat transfer coefficient of the frame area is large especially for the non-thermally broken aluminium frame, when the width increases from 0.5 mm to 3 mm, the increase in heat transfer coefficient of the overall window system is only 0.23 W m⁻² K⁻¹. The heat transfer disadvantage associated with a thicker aluminium exoskeleton frame are not sufficient to prevent its use if required to maintain strength and rigidity in the window system. When using non-thermally-broken aluminium frames, the risk of condensation on the aluminium frame surface is significant [75].

3.4.3. Heat conductance through the residual gas within the vacuum space

When the vacuum within the glazing degrades to a value of larger than 1 Pa, the heat transport through the vacuum space cannot be neglected [50]. Heat transfer in residual gas between the glass sheets occurs in one of three ways.

- First, in this circumstance, the mean free path for molecule–molecule collisions is small compared with the distance over which heat is transported, the rate of the heat flow through the gas is independent of pressure. For two parallel plane surfaces of area A and separation of d, the rate of heat transport in this so-called viscous flow region is

\[
Q_{\text{viscous}} = \frac{k_{\text{gas}} A (T_1 - T_2)}{d}
\]  

[30], where \(T_1\) and \(T_2\) are the temperatures of the two surfaces.
Second, in the molecular flow region, the mean free path is large compared with the distance of the heat flow. For vacuum glazing with 0.2 mm vacuum space, this pressure is 30 Pa or $3 \times 10^{-4}$ atm. The rate of the heat flow is proportional to the pressure $P$ [50].

$$Q_{molecular} = \alpha \frac{(\gamma + 1)}{(\gamma - 1)} \left[ \frac{B_m}{S_2 M T} \right]^{1/2} P (T_1 - T_2). \tag{3.17}$$

In this expression, $\alpha$ is the combined accommodation coefficient given by

$$\alpha = \frac{a_1 a_2}{a_1 + a_2 - a_1 a_2}. \tag{3.18}$$

The magnitude of the heat flow depends on the gas species, and on the effectiveness of the energy exchange between individual molecules and the surface as given by the accommodation coefficients. In vacuum glazing, water vapour was determined to be the major gas species in the internal space of the glazing [76]. Water molecules interact strongly with the internal surfaces of the vacuum glazing. Assuming a combined accommodation coefficient of 0.9, the gaseous conductance at the low pressure is approximately equal to 0.8$P$. In order to ignore gas conduction, the pressure within the glazing should be less than 0.1 Pa [32].

Third, in this case, the mean free path is comparable with the heat transport distance. It was found experimentally [77] that the rate of the heat flow in this region can be approximated as

$$\frac{1}{Q_{gas}} = \frac{1}{Q_{viscous}} + \frac{1}{Q_{molecular}}. \tag{3.19}$$

where $Q_{molecular}$ is given by Eq. (3.17) at the pressure of interest. In a vacuum glazing, Eq. (3.17) can be used to analyse the heat conduction. In some ageing experiments, however, the gas pressure might be increased to the intermediate region, and Eq. (3.17) provides a method to estimate the gas pressure from heat transfer measurements.

A 2-D finite element model was used to predict the temperature profiles along the central lines of vacuum glazing [35,40]. The thermal conductivity of the vacuum gap was determined by the combined contribution of support pillars (Eqs. 3.12–3.15), radiative heat flow (Eqs. 3.5–3.11) and residual gas (Eqs. 3.16–3.19). Thermal performance of two vacuum glazing were tested using a guarded hot box calorimeter and the temperature profiles were modelled and presented in Table 3.4 and Figs. 3.13 and 3.14.

For sample 1, the overall heat transfer coefficient of the central glass region of the sample was experimentally determined to be $0.97 \pm 0.08 \text{W m}^{-2}\text{K}^{-1}$. The measured and predicted $U$-values and

![Fig. 3.11. Isotherms comparison between the aluminium exoskeleton frames with (a) and without thermal break (b).](image1)

![Fig. 3.12. Thermal performance of a vacuum glazing with aluminium exoskeleton thicknesses in the range 0.5–3 mm for a non-thermally-broken and a thermally-broken complex multimaterial frame.](image2)

![Table 3.4 Overall heat transfer coefficients of central glass and total window areas of two vacuum glazing samples.](table3)
mean surface temperatures of the vacuum glazing are in good agreement within experimental error of 5%. For sample 2, the U-value of the centre-of-glass region was experimentally determined to be $1.06 \pm 0.09 \text{ W m}^{-2} \text{ K}^{-1}$. The residual gas pressure within the evacuated space was determined to be less than 0.1 Pa for sample 1 and 1.30 Pa for sample 2 [35].

4.3.4. Heat conduction through the residual gas in the vacuum space

It is important to determine the level of vacuum in an as-produced sample of vacuum glazing, and to identify the degradation mechanisms during ageing. However it is difficult to separate the contributions made to the heat flow by radiation and gas conduction in a sealed sample.

In an as-produced vacuum glazing sample, measuring the rate of the heat flow through the sample as a function of the temperature difference across the sample is a convenient and non-destructive method. It can be seen from Eqs. (3.5) and (3.17) that the dependencies of heat flow on radiation and gas conduction are different. In order to investigate these two different functions, the guarded hot plate apparatus was used to measure the heat flow as a function of temperature difference across the sample of vacuum glazing. If the results from the measurement closely reflect the temperature dependence of $T_1^4 - T_2^4$, which is identical to the results from Eq. (3.5) where the emittances are independent of wavelength, the residual gas conduction can be neglected.

A sample of vacuum glazing made of hard low-e coated glass panes (K-glass) was heated for about 100 days at 100 °C. The thermal conductance of this aged sample increased by 0.33 W m$^{-2}$ K$^{-1}$ compared to that measured at room temperature before the ageing experiment [32]. The measurements’ departure from the $T_1^4 - T_2^4$ dependence are much larger than the errors in the measurements. This proved that after high temperature ageing, the vacuum within the sample was degraded. The relative heat flow due to each process obtained in this way agreed closely with the radiative and gaseous conductance obtained from measurements on the sample before and after ageing, respectively. This technique is therefore a useful, non-destructive diagnostic test of vacuum glazing durability since it provides a reasonably sensitive indication of the presence of gas without destroying the sample.

At the UU, a vacuum glazing of 0.4 m by 0.4 m with a U-value of 1.0 W m$^{-2}$ K$^{-1}$ was subjected to extreme thermal cycling resulting in significant thermal gradients over the glazing [39]. In a guarded hot box calorimeter an air temperature of 22 °C was maintained in the metering box while in the environmental box air temperature was cycled over 8 h between −30 °C and 50 °C for 15 cycles. After thermal cycling it was found that the thermal conductance of the whole vacuum glazing had increased from 1.22 W m$^{-2}$ K$^{-1}$ to 1.32 W m$^{-2}$ K$^{-1}$ while the centre of the pane, glass to glass heat conductance increased from 1.18 W m$^{-2}$ K$^{-1}$ to 1.30 W m$^{-2}$ K$^{-1}$. Using the model for heat conduction in a vacuum, it was determined that the vacuum pressure within the evacuated gap increased from 0.1 Pa to 0.16 Pa which is approaching the upper limit of the range developed by Collins and Simko [32], for which the residual gas contribution to the thermal performance of a vacuum glazing can be neglected. The degradation of vacuum pressure determined by this model agreed well with the glass surface temperature difference predicted using a finite element model. In a significant difference to vacuum glazing manufactured with a solder glass edge seal, no significant glass pane bending was observed and shear fracture adjacent to the pillars did not occur after the indium alloy based vacuum glazing was subject to a large temperature differential. Vacuum glazing fabricated with an indium alloy edge seal can accommodate large temperature differentials.

The major conclusions from the work of Collins and Simko [32] and Fang et al. [39] are as follows:

- level of gas conductance in most freshly manufactured samples of vacuum glazing was extremely small,
- increase of the thermal conductance of a sample which had been degraded by ageing at elevated temperature was due to an increase in gas pressure within the sample, and
- emittance of pyrolitically deposited low emittance coatings appeared to be unaffected by the ageing procedures which were employed.

3.5. Thermal performance of overall vacuum glazing

3.5.1. The predicted thermal performance of vacuum glazing with different dimensions

The dimension of an evacuated glazing is a main factor that influences the thermal performance of the glazing system. This is
because the heat transfer through the area close to the edge seal and centre-of-glass region are quite different. The heat transfer coefficient in the centre-of-glass area is less than that in the region close to the edge area. Thermal performance of three evacuated glazings with three different sizes was simulated using the finite volume model. The three evacuated glazing consisted of two 4 mm thick glass sheets supported by a pillar array with a 0.32 mm diameter and spaced at 25 mm, and sealed by a 10 mm wide edge seal. The emittances of low-e coating on the two interior surfaces were 0.05 and 0.2, respectively. No frame insulation was employed. The predicted thermal performances of the three glazing systems are presented in Fig. 3.15 [38].

Fig. 3.15 shows that with increasing dimensions of a vacuum glazing, the heat transfer coefficient of the glazing system decreases, i.e. the larger the vacuum glazing, the better the thermal performance of the glazing system will be. When the dimensions of evacuated glazing increase from 300 mm by 300 mm to 1000 mm by 1000 mm, the heat transfer coefficient reduces by about 2.6 W m\(^{-2}\) K\(^{-1}\) under the simulation conditions. The indium alloy edge seal is a short circuit for heat transfer. The edge conductance can be estimated from Eq. (3.23) as:

\[
\frac{1}{U_{\text{air-edge}}} = \frac{1}{U_{\text{air-centre-of-glazing}}} + \frac{1}{h_{\text{glass}}} + \frac{1}{h_{\text{glass,centre-of-glazing}}} + \frac{1}{h_{\text{air}}} = \frac{1}{U_{\text{total}}} \quad \text{(3.22)}
\]

Adding the contributions from the centre-of-glazing (Eq. (3.22)) and the edges (Eq. (3.23)), the total air-to-air thermal conductance of the vacuum glazing is obtained by Collins and Simko [32]:

\[
U_{\text{air-edge}} = \frac{(2(c+d)/cd)k_{\text{glass}}t}{\sqrt{k_{\text{glass}}t/h_1 + w_1 + w_2 + \sqrt{k_{\text{glass}}t/h_2}}} \quad \text{(3.23)}
\]

3.5.3. Total heat transfer through a vacuum glazing

The method for determining overall heat transport outlined in Section 3.5.2 has been validated by experimental data. The overall heat transport through a vacuum glazing has been measured using the guarded hot box method [35,78,79]. The vacuum glazing was mounted in a mask wall, which divided the hot box into two chambers: a cold chamber and a warm chamber. The temperature was well-controlled in the warm chamber at 20 ± 0.1 °C. In the cold chamber, the temperature could be set to any value between 0 ± 0.1 °C. Heat transfer coefficient from both sides and the edge losses through the mounting structure were controlled to precise values. The experimental measured U-values were in excellent agreement with the calculations made in Section 3.5.2. The estimates of the heat transport based on the measurements of the local heat flow were within a deviation of ± 6% [35,40,79].

The overall heat transport was also determined by local heat flow measurement and calculations using the analytic model [79]. The experimental samples of vacuum glazing were made with a pillar-free region about 50 mm in diameter. The modelling results showed that the contribution from pillars to the heat flow near the centre of this region was negligible. Local heat flow through a few individual pillars was measured, then the total individual heat flow were determined using the modelling data. Total heat flow through the pillar array was obtained by multiplying the average individual pillar conductance by the number of pillars.

The total centre-of-glazing U-value was obtained by combining the radiative and pillar array heat transfer coefficients. Using this value, the total heat flow \(Q_{\text{radiation+pillars}}\) through the centre-of-glazing area was determined. Because of the heat conduction through the edge seal, the temperature difference in the area close to the edge seal was less than that in the area remote to the edge. In the area close to the edge, the reduction of the heat conductance by radiation and pillar conduction due to the edge effect was about 10% of the total heat flow through the vacuum

\[
0.8P + 4\varepsilon_{\text{effective}}\sigma T^3 + \frac{2h_{\text{glass}}a}{\varepsilon_{\text{effective}}} = 0.8P + 4\varepsilon_{\text{effective}}\sigma T^3 + \frac{2h_{\text{glass}}a}{\varepsilon_{\text{effective}}} \quad \text{(3.21)}
\]

In a well-made vacuum glazing (gas pressure < 0.1 Pa), the gas conduction can be ignored [32].
3.5.4. Thermal performance of vacuum glazing as a function of insolation intensity is shown of insolation incident on the external glazing surface.

The distance of this area from the edge was called characteristic distance given by $(k_{glass}lt/h)^{1/2}$. Heat flow by edge seal conduction $Q_{edge}$ was calculated using the analytic model outlined in Section 3.1.2. The lateral heat flow along the glass sheets and through the edge seal $Q_{lateral}$ was determined from the simple solution of the one-dimensional analytic model. The sum of these heat flows $0.9Q_{radiation} + Q_{pillars} + Q_{edge}$ and $Q_{lateralflow}$ was the overall heat flow through the whole glazing system [79,40].

To summarise, techniques have been developed to estimate the magnitude of the contributions to the heat flow from several different sources: gas conduction (usually negligible), radiation, pillar conduction, and lateral heat flow in the vicinity of the edge seal. A method has been developed to combine these heat flows to estimate the overall air-to-air heat flow through a vacuum glazing. Results obtained by this method were in excellent agreement with the measurements of total heat transport through overall area of vacuum glazing samples made with an accurately calibrated guarded hot box. An important conclusion was that, to a very good approximation, the contribution to the overall heat flow from the pillars could be accurately determined by replacing the array of discrete pillars with a uniform slab of material which has an appropriate thermal conductance [32].

The infrared picture as shown in Fig. 3.2 taken by an infrared camera show the heat flow thought the support pillars, edge areas and frame. This experimentally validated the calculation method of characteristic distance: $(k_{glass}lt/h)^{1/2}$ developed by the finite element model.

3.5.4. Thermal performance of vacuum glazing as a function of insolation incident on the external glazing surface

Insolation incident on the external surface of an evacuated glazing affects its thermal performance. The predicted thermal performance of a vacuum glazing as a function of insolation intensity is shown in Fig. 3.16. The simulated 500 mm by 500 mm vacuum glazing consisted of two 6 mm thick glass sheets with low-e coatings of 0.2 emittance sealed by a 2 mm wide indium alloy edge seal, and supported by a pillar array with pillar separation of 40 mm and diameter of 0.32 mm. The frame insulation height for both the internal and external surfaces was 50 mm, which is the typical frame height used in practical engineering designs.

It can be seen from Fig. 3.16 that with increasing insolation intensity, both the internal and external average glass surface temperatures increase due to absorbed solar energy. The internal average glass surface temperature increases at a greater rate than that of the external average glass surface temperature as the heat transfer from the inner glass sheet to the outer glass sheet decreases. When the insolation increases to over 300 W m$^{-2}$, the predicted average internal surface temperature increases to 21.6 °C, which is higher than the indoor air temperature of 21.1 °C, as shown in Fig. 3.16. The vacuum glazing is now a heat source, transferring heat to the internal room air.

4. Comparison of two and three-dimensional finite volume models

The finite volume model (FDM) employed leads to a sparse well structured system of equations that can be efficiently solved [80]. This enables a large number of volumes to be employed to represent the vacuum glazing geometry and allows the direct representation of the small pillars. The equation bandwidth using the finite volume method is smaller than that obtained for the finite element method using 24 node brick elements and consequently requires fewer numeric operations and less CPU time to obtain a satisfactory solution. Due to symmetry conditions, only one quarter of the vacuum glazing was simulated to represent the whole glazing system under the conditions of an ASTM [70] experimental test. In the 3-D finite volume model, the support pillars were integrated and modelled into the complete system in order to make the computation easier. The cylindrical pillars employed in the real vacuum glazing structure were replaced by the same number of cubical pillars with the same cross sectional area since both pillar shapes conduct similar amounts of heat under the same boundary conditions [81]. The length of the square base of each cubical pillar is $\sqrt{a}$, where $a$ is the radius of the equivalent cylindrical pillar. A graded mesh is used with a high density of nodes in and around each pillar to provide adequate representation of the heat transfer.

In order to test the accuracy of simulations with specified mesh number, the thermal performance of a small central area (25 mm by 25 mm) with a single pillar in the centre was simulated using a mesh of $50 \times 50 \times 25$ nodes. The mesh was denser in the area close to the pillar. The 25 nodes were distributed in a graded mesh through the glazing thickness of 8.12 mm. The thermal conductance of this simulated unit with a pillar in the centre was in good agreement with the analytic prediction with 0.8% variation which is comparable to the result of Wilson et al. [68]. This level of agreement indicates that the density of nodes is sufficient to simulate the realistic level of heat flow with high accuracy [40].

The 3-D isotherms of vacuum glazing modelled at ASTM winter conditions by a finite volume model are presented in Fig. 4.1. The isotherms of the indoor and outdoor glazing surface extracted from the 3-D isotherms are shown in Fig. 4.2. The temperature profiles along the lines AA, BB and CC extracted from Fig. 4.2 are shown in Fig. 4.3. The temperature profiles calculated by the 2-D finite element model are compared in Fig. 4.4.

Fig. 4.4 shows that the temperature profiles of the vacuum glazing measured by the guarded hot box calorimeter and simulation results along the central lines of the vacuum glazing are in very good agreement. This validated the predicted temperature profiles calculated by the 2-D and 3-D finite element models.

5. Determination of pillar dimensions

In practical evacuated glazing design, stress within the glazing must be considered. The pillar separation, pillar radius and
glass thickness should be determined from the following four restrictions [32]:

- conical indentation fractures do not occur;
- compressive stress in pillars is less than a certain value, which is determined by the pillar material. For pillars of stainless steel material, this value is 1.3 GPa.
- maximum external tensile stress above pillars is less than 4 MPa.
- thermal conductance of the pillar array is less than a given value. The minimal value of the thermal conductance is determined by Eq. (5.1) [32] with the greatest pillar separation and the smallest pillar radius that satisfies the above three stress related design criteria.

$$C_{\text{pillar, array}} = \frac{2k_{\text{glass}}}{S^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.1)

Fig. 4.1. Predicted 3-D isotherms are vacuum glazing under ASTM boundary conditions. No frame was used [40].

Fig. 4.2. Predicted isotherms of vacuum glazing on the cold (a) and hot (b) surfaces extracted from the 3-D isotherms. No frame insulation was used [40].

Fig. 4.3. Temperature profiles predicted by the 2-D and 3-D models along the lines AA, BB and CC as shown in Fig. 4.2 [40].

Fig. 4.4. Comparison of the experimentally determined temperature profiles along the line AA on the glazing surface to those predicted by the 2-D and 3-D models [40].
when using a constant pillar separation. The average internal glass glazing increases with increasing the thickness of glass panes shown in Fig. 6.1.

6.1. Finite volume model analysis

In simulations undertaken, the glass sheet thickness varied but the pillar separation was constant. The predicted thermal performance variations with changing the thickness of glass panes are shown in Fig. 6.1.

Table 5.1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Glass pane thickness (mm)</th>
<th>Pillar radius (mm)</th>
<th>Pillar separation (mm)</th>
<th>Minimal conductance of pillar array (W m⁻² K⁻¹)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The design process for pillar separation, pillar radius and minimal conductance of pillar array are illustrated in Fig. 5.1.

Thermal performance of evacuated glazings with different dimensions of 0.3 m by 0.3 m, 0.5 m by 0.5 m and 1 m by 1 m was simulated. Using the four design criteria [32] for 3 mm, 4 mm, 5 mm and 6 mm thick glass sheets, the values of pillar separation, pillar radius and minimal conductance of pillar array were determined and are listed in Table 5.1 which corresponds to the point A in Fig. 5.1 for 5 mm thick glass pane as an example.

6.2. Analytical approach

The heat flow per unit length of edge due to edge conduction is given by Simko [53]:

\[ Q_{\text{edge}} = \frac{kt(T_i - T_0)}{w_1 + w_2 + \sqrt{kt}h_i + \sqrt{kt}h_0} \]  

(6.1)

The heat transfer resistance and U-value through one pillar is given by Wilson [66]:

\[ R_{\text{air-to-air}} = \frac{1}{h_rA} + \left[ \frac{2t}{k_gA} + \frac{1}{h_{\text{air}A}} \right]^{-1} + \frac{2k_gA}{h_rA} \]  

(6.2)

\[ U_{\text{piller}} = \frac{1}{(R_{\text{air-to-air}}A)} \]  

(6.3)

The rate of the heat transfer per unit length of the edge calculated using Eq. (6.1) corresponding to different glass pane thicknesses \( t \) is presented in Fig. 6.2. The heat transfer rate through a single pillar calculated using Eqs. (6.2) and (6.3) is also shown in Fig. 6.2. The heat transfer rate through the glazing system and the U-value of the glazing system calculated using the finite volume model is included.

It can be seen from Fig. 6.2 that for the 0.5 m by 0.5 m evacuated glazing with increasing glass sheet thickness, the air-to-air U-value through a single pillar decreases, since increasing glass thickness increases the thermal resistance of the two glass panes at the two ends of the pillar. The heat transfer per unit length of the edge increases, since the edge conduction increases with increasing glass sheet thickness. Since this rate of the increase is larger than the rate of the decrease of the heat transfer through the pillar array, the heat transfer rate through the whole glazing increases, thus the U-value of the whole glazing system increases.

Vacuum glazings with dimensions of 0.3 m by 0.3 m, 0.5 m by 0.5 m and 1 m by 1 m were simulated. For 2 mm, 3 mm, 4 mm, 5 mm and 6 mm thick glass panes, the values of pillar separation, pillar radius and minimal conductance of pillar array determined using the
above four restrictions and listed in Table 5.1 were used in the simulation. Using the finite volume model, the thermal performances of these glazing systems were analysed and the results are illustrated in Fig. 6.3 [41].

Fig. 6.3 shows that for the vacuum glazing systems of 0.3 m by 0.3 m and 0.5 m by 0.5 m dimensions, the thinner the glass panes are, the lower their heat transfer coefficients are. For both of these systems, increasing the glass thickness leads to an increase in their heat transfer coefficients. When the evacuated glazing size is 1 m by 1 m, increasing the glass pane thickness up to 3.5 mm leads to a decrease in the heat transfer coefficient, further increases in the glass thickness do not lead to further reduction in the heat transfer coefficient.

7. Ageing of vacuum glazing

If the level of vacuum deteriorates or the emittance of the internal low-e coatings increases, the thermal insulation will degrade. The emittance of pyrolitically deposited coatings has been found degraded slightly (by 10–15%) after being subjected to high temperature in the process of forming the edge seal [32].

The combined gaseous and radiative conductance has been measured over several years on sealed vacuum glazing samples in the USD [76]. These measurements were made in a guarded hot plate apparatus at room temperature. Within the accuracy and stability of the apparatus, there was no evidence of vacuum degradation [76]. At the UU, indium alloy based vacuum glazing samples were subjected to extreme ambient conditions within the guarded hot box [39]. Thermal cycling tests were undertaken in which the air temperature on one side of the sample was taken from –30 °C to +50 °C and back to –30 °C 15 times while maintaining an air temperature of 22 °C on the other side. After this test procedure, it was found that the glass to glass heat conductance at the centre glazing area had increased by 10.1% from which the vacuum pressure within the evacuated space was determined to have increased from the negligible level of less than 0.1 Pa to 0.16 Pa using the model of Corrucini [50]. Previous research [32,39] has shown that if the vacuum pressure is less than 0.1 Pa, the effect of conduction through the residual gas on the total glazing heat transfer is negligible. The degradation of vacuum level determined was corroborated by the change in glass surface temperatures. The experimental results showed that the samples can bear these extreme conditions.

Two different physical mechanisms of vacuum degradation within vacuum glazing have been investigated by the team at the USD. When vacuum glazing samples are stored in a high temperature environment, the evolution of water vapour can occur [82,83]. If the glazing samples are exposed to sunlight [84] or external energy excitation [85] such as a laser beam, the evolution of CO and CO₂ can happen. If vacuum glazing samples were not subjected to either sunlight or laser light, water evolution could be the cause of the measured vacuum degradation resulting after thermal cycling.

Although a complete understanding has not been obtained about the physical processes which can cause vacuum degradation, and also about the rates of such degradations, it is however possible to draw several conclusions about the stability of the vacuum under high temperature ageing.

- the rate of vacuum degradation is increased by elevating the storage temperature,
- at any given storage temperature, samples which had been baked at higher temperatures during the evacuation process exhibit a lower rate of vacuum degradation,
- the internal pressure within a degraded vacuum glazing sample was dependent on the ageing temperature; the pressure decreases as the ageing temperature is decreased. It is believed that this was due to the adsorption of the gas onto the internal surfaces of the glazing, and
- the temperature dependence of the vacuum pressure was strongly dependent on the fabrication process of the vacuum glazing (specifically dependent on the temperature and time of outgassing during the evacuation process), on the amount of the degradation of the internal vacuum, and on the type of the internal surfaces (for example K glass or uncoated glass) [32,39].

8. Development of electrochromic vacuum glazing

An electrochromic (EC) vacuum glazing (EC VG) has been developed by the Ulster group, which is the combination of an EC glazing and a vacuum glazing as shown in Fig. 8.1 [46]. This
novel glazing system combines the low-heat-loss properties of vacuum glazing with a $U$-value of less than $1 \text{ W m}^{-2} \text{ K}^{-1}$ with the variable light transmittance of EC glazing to allow control of solar heat gain. The light transmittance can be controlled between 20% in the coloured state and 80% in the bleached state by applying a 1 to 2 V DC switching voltage. The combination of these properties may provide improved thermal comfort, with limited use of auxiliary space heating and artificial light due to the very low heat loss and potential control of day lighting and glare.

An extensively validated finite volume model was modified to analyse heat transfer through an EC VG for ASTM standard winter boundary conditions. One quarter pane of the EC VG was modelled to represent the full pane due to symmetric configuration of EC VG. The pillar array was incorporated and modelled directly in the finite volume model. The graded mesh with a high density of nodes in and around the pillar provided an adequate representation of the heat transfer. Simulations showed that the EC layer should face towards the outdoor environment; when the EC layer faced inwards, glazing surface temperatures would be too high for occupant comfort and would result in damage to the EC VG system.

For insolation of between 0 and $1000 \text{ W m}^{-2}$ incident perpendicular to the glazing surface, the calculated mean surface temperatures of the outdoor and indoor glass pane surfaces are shown in Fig. 8.2.

Fig. 8.2 shows that with increasing the level of insolation incident perpendicular to the glazing surface from 0 to $1000 \text{ W m}^{-2}$, the rate of increase in mean surface temperatures of the outdoor glass pane is significantly larger than that of the indoor glass pane, due to the absorbed solar energy by the EC layer on the outdoor glass pane. At insolations greater than $200 \text{ W m}^{-2}$, the indoor glass pane due to absorbed radiation transfers heat to the indoor environment; when the insolation is greater than $370 \text{ W m}^{-2}$, the temperature of the outdoor glass pane is greater than that of indoor glass pane.

9. Fabrication and characterization of indium alloy based hybrid vacuum glazing

In order to further improve the thermal performance of vacuum glazing the concept of hybrid vacuum glazing (HVG) has been introduced. As shown in Fig. 9.1 HVG consists of a vacuum glazing unit and an extra glass pane, separated by an edge spacer sealed with polysulfide. The distance between the glass pane and the vacuum glazing might vary from 6 mm to 18 mm depending on the applications, and for further insulation the space might be filled with an inert gas, and the third glass pane might have low-e coatings. Fabrication of HVG includes two stages; in the first stage a high thermal performance vacuum glazing is fabricated and in the second stage the third glass pane is combined with the vacuum glazing.

Samples of HVG were fabricated and theoretically and experimentally characterized using a finite element model and a hot box calorimeter, respectively. In the process of fabrication of the HVG, indium alloy based vacuum glazing were fabricated which comprised two 4 mm k-glass panes of $0.4 \times 0.4 \text{ m}$ separated by arrays of stainless steel support pillars (0.15 mm high and 0.4 mm in diameter) spaced at 25 mm intervals. Each glass pane had a low-e coating with emittance of 0.16 on one side which faced the vacuum gap. The fabrication method of vacuum glazing
is described in detail in Section 2. The samples showed good thermal performance with a $U$-value of $0.86 \text{ W m}^{-2} \text{K}^{-1}$ and $1.10 \text{ W m}^{-2} \text{K}^{-1}$ for the central and total glazing area, respectively. After preparing the vacuum glazing, the third glass pane (a 4 mm float glass pane) was combined to the vacuum glazing using Polysulfide as a sealant. A 12 mm wide aluminum spacer separated the third pane from the vacuum glazing, and the cavity was left air-filled. The experimental characterization of the hybrid vacuum glazing samples demonstrated excellent thermal performance with a $U$-value of $0.66 \text{ W m}^{-2} \text{K}^{-1}$ and $0.91 \text{ W m}^{-2} \text{K}^{-1}$ for the central and total glazing area, respectively; the experimental and theoretical results are in good agreement.

10. Fabrication and characterization of indium alloy based triple vacuum glazing

In order to further improve the thermal performance of vacuum glazing the concept of triple vacuum glazing (TVG) has been introduced [86]. Using numerical methods the thermal performance of TVG has been discussed [87,47]. TVG consists of three panes of glass joined together around the edges with a hermetic (leak-free) seal, and separated by a narrow (~0.2 mm) evacuated space as shown in Fig. 10.1 Internal arrays of tiny high strength support pillars maintain the spacing of the glass panes under the influence of atmospheric pressure. Samples of TVG were fabricated for first time using indium alloy as a sealant [88]. The three glass panes were bonded together with indium alloy using an ultrasonic soldering technique; this process is described in Section 2. After the edge seal formation and subsequent cool down of the glazing assembly, a turbo molecular vacuum pump was connected to the glazing using a pump-out cup as shown in Fig. 2.4. During the evacuation process the glass assembly was re-heated up to 150°C for 7 h in a bake-out oven to outgas the internal glazing surfaces. The fabricated glazing comprised three 4 mm thick glass panes of 0.4 m by 0.4 m, with low-e coatings with emittance of 0.16 on one side of each glass pane which were in contact with the vacuum. The support pillars, made of stainless steel had a diameter of 0.4 mm and a height of 0.15 mm; Fig. 10.1 shows a schematic diagram of a TVG.

Total heat flow across the triple vacuum glazing was theoretically calculated using a finite volume model described in detail elsewhere [48]. The experimental characterization of the triple vacuum glazing demonstrated excellent thermal performance with a $U$-value of $0.43 \text{ W m}^{-2} \text{K}^{-1}$ and $0.88 \text{ W m}^{-2} \text{K}^{-1}$ for the central and total glazing areas, respectively; the experimental measurement and theoretical prediction results were in good agreement.

11. Conclusions and future work

Vacuum glazing has been fabricated using high temperature and low temperature fabrication processes, its thermal performance and durability have been experimentally tested. The high temperature fabrication method has been commercialised by Nippon glass Ltd. Heat flow through vacuum glazing occurs by different mechanisms i.e. by conduction through the support pillars, the edge seal and any residual gas, by radiation between the glass panes and by convection in any residual gas. These mechanisms have been modelled by analytic model and finite element/volume models; the predictions have been experimentally validated and found to be in excellent agreement. Vacuum behaviour within vacuum glazing is well understood. Significant stress exists across vacuum glazing due to atmospheric pressure and applied temperature differences between two sides of the glazing [89,90]; stress across vacuum glazing is not reviewed in this paper due to space limitations. Nevertheless the aging and thermal cycling work discussed here has proved that vacuum glazing developed by the two methods can survive under extreme weather conditions.

The edge seal in vacuum glazing is a thermal bridge transferring relatively large amounts of heat compared to the high insulation vacuum gap. Highly efficient complex multimaterial frames have been designed and fabricated to reduce the total heat flow through vacuum glazing by 20%; this is due to the use of highly insulating material within the frame exoskeleton. The low temperature fabrication method of vacuum glazing enables the use of soft low-e coatings and tempered glass in the construction of vacuum glazing. Soft low-e coated glass panes have been used in the construction of vacuum glazing at the UU, but the use of tempered glass is the work yet to be done. By using tempered glass, the separation of support pillars could be significantly increased, so the heat conductance through pillars would be reduced. Due to the high cost of indium alloy, development of alternative sealing materials seems to be necessary. Since solar heat gain is crucial in energy efficient buildings it is necessary to investigate such a factor in relation to vacuum glazing. Systematic research on solar heat gain through vacuum glazing units seems to be necessary in the future.
Considerable simulation work for TVG has been done [43,47,48,87]. A minimum U-value has been predicted to down to about 0.2 W m⁻² K⁻¹ when using two vacuum gaps. There are still many challenges such as creating double edge seals in the construction of TVG, it can be hoped that any obstacles will be overcome in the near future. Electromechanical vacuum glazing which comprises a normal double vacuum glazing and the third glass pane with electrochromic coating has been developed [46,37], which can provide improved thermal comfort for occupants and reduce heating loads in winter and cooling loads in summer. Field tests for this product are necessary. Vacuum glazing could have applications in refrigerators and flat plate solar heat collectors.
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